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Josh  Greene of the Milton Greene Archives will be demonstrating 
the glamour and grace of his father Milton H. Greene’s photographs 
on the new HP Z3100 wide format printer.

‘Being trained as a traditional photographer and fully embracing today’s 
digital imaging and ink jet printing technologies, I have always longed 
for the touch and feel of silver bromide prints.  Innova’s FibaPrint® Ultra 
Smooth Gloss has the weight and surface of traditional silver papers.  
Used with the new Z-series printers from HP, it’s a perfect match.  All 
you need is a dark room with red lights on, then close your eyes and 
slowly bring the print close to your nose, and you can smell the fixer.  It’s 
like coming home.’ Joshua Greene

The Digital Art People - Seeing Digital Differently

‘Since my days documenting the invention of digital printing software 
and technology, I’ve been watching and hoping for a substrate that would 
match the intense pleasure of pulling a final print out of the fixer – Innova 
FibaPrint® Ultra Smooth Gloss 285gsm is it, the miracle I’ve been waiting 
for. With deeper blacks than any silver paper left on the market, this paper 
represents for me a rebirth of the darkroom.’

‘Why has it taken so long for someone to 
recreate the look and feel of a traditional ‘wet’ 
silver paper? Apparently the theory was simpler 
than the practice – it was very difficult to create 
a semi-gloss surface without a resin coating. 
Meanwhile the entire photographic community 
seemed to have adopted a watercolour art paper 
as the only viable alternative for inkjet fine art 
printing. Even with technological advances, our 
only option seemed to be high quality textured 
papers, some smooth, some with more tooth, 
but all light absorbing, producing flat looking 
images...They could never provide the blacks or 
depth of a semi-gloss silver paper.’ 

‘The wait has sometimes been a frustrating one. While I love the texture and 
natural feel of digital fine art papers, I have never felt they could replace a 
semi-gloss silver paper. The traditional silver papers I grew up with provided 
rich blacks, endless grayscale and the depth and contrast. You look into a 
silver print and you are pulled in by the glorious continuous tone. The digital 
alternative  – plastic resin coated papers – to me were death!’ 

But now the wait is over. ‘With Innova’s FibaPrint Ultra Smooth Gloss 
285gsm, there is a true alternative: a 21st-century answer to a 30-year old 
problem  that means digital images can now match the peerless quality of 
silver papers.’  Douglas Menuez
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Sharon Tate photographed by Milton H.Greene • © 2007 Joshua Greene  “Heaven, Earth, Tequilla” • © 2005 Douglas Menuez  

Above: “Delroy Lindo” • © 2006 
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DAVID OSBORN and INNOVA ART 
British landscape Photographer David 
Osborn is more used to covering the 
story than being the focus of it, but he 
has taken centre-stage on the Innova 
stand at the recent UK shows, and is 
helping to develop the new angle on 
photography’s biggest story in recent
years.

Leading photographers are switching to digital because it gives them 
the speed, efficiency and, above all, the quality of output they require. 
In Innova Art’s award-winning FibaPrint range, photographers have 
a digital photographic paper that matches and even outperforms the 
traditional alternatives. Osborn’s stunning, 16 x 48inch, limited edition 
digital images of the British landscape.

‘My paper of choice is Innova Art’s fabulous 300gsm FibaPrint Gloss, Max 
Black paper. The images are printed on an Epson 9800 with K3 inks – a 
combination of printer, ink and paper that produces prints superior to 
the finest quality darkroom fibre print in terms of archival performance, 
dMax and tonal contrast range,’ says Osborn. 

‘Crucially, the prints retain the look and feel of a traditional darkroom 
fibre print – no longer are digital prints limited to the matte watercolour 
look. FibaPrint Gloss bridges the last major hurdle between traditional 
darkroom prints and digital photography.’

A veteran press photographer and former picture editor, a commercial 
photographer who counts BP, Ove Arup and BAA among his clients, 
Osborn has done it all, from photographing heads of state to nine months 
covering the bloody fight for independence in the southern Philippines.  
Being a great photographer, he explains, is as much a state of mind as 
having a sharp eye or being technically proficient. ‘A photographer has 
to fit in as quickly as possible. The faster he does this, the sooner he can 
begin taking pictures. The more diverse experience the photographer 
has, the higher is his chance of doing so.’

Osborn is as receptive to new processes and media as he has been cool 
and collected in responding to unfamiliar environments and experiences. 
Though his panoramic images of Britain he records a classic landscape 
charged with the weight of history, the means through which he 
celebrates it are among the most technologically advanced available.  
The results are worthy of any front page.

www.britishpanoramics.com

DIMA & TIPA Award winning Papers

Innova Art scoop 4 DIMA Awards to add to the TIPA Award 
gained in 2006 for ‘Best Independent Inkjet Paper’.
The DIMA Awards have been announced on the eve of the PMA show 
in Las Vegas, and are selected from a panel of digital Imaging editors 
from hundreds of products offered from innovative companies at the 
trade show from the Photographic industry. Color patches are used 
in the testing on criteria such as neutral gray balance reproduction, 
saturation, shadow detail and quality, overall tonality and highlights.

The DIMA Shoot out Awards Innova have been awarded are:
• Best Photo Media 8.5 x 11”
• Best Photo Media 13 x 19”
• Best Photo Media 24”+
All for FibaPrint® White Gloss 300gsm

And the dual award:
• Best Alternative Substrate - with Colorburst RIP 
Also for FibaPrint® White Gloss 300gsm

FibaPrint® White Gloss 300gsm from Innova has been modelled on 
the traditional fiber-based material used in conventional photography. 
The special micro-porous gloss coating has been designed specifically 
for photographic reproduction with inkjet, giclée  technology. The acid 
inhibiting crystal layer technology makes it the perfect digital FibaPrint 
alternative. FibaPrint White Gloss has a very large colour gamut and 
D-max rating of 2.7.

INNOVA launch new branding
Innova Art announce a re-branding of 
all their retail packaging for box and roll 
formats. The elegant designs are split into 
five colour coded ranges; FibaPrint®, Photo, 
Fine Art, Canvas, and Book Art paper. Easily 
distinguishable, they are designed to make 
the choice of paper easier for the particular 
application. 
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“Phone Box” Brecon Beacons, Wales • © 2003 David Osborn  

“Castle Mexzies” Perthshire, Scotland • © 2001 David Osborn  


